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In this paper we continue our investigations of generalized translation planes 
with operators, (G, V, S). We focus on determining, in terms of geometric proper- 
ties of (G, q, S), when the associated near-rings, M,(G, Gx), are simple. Special 
attention is given to the cases where S is a group of automorphisms and where S is 
a cyclic semigroup generated by a nilpotent operator. c 1988 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCT~N 
Let (G, + ) be a group written additively with identity 0. A set 
V= {Cili~Z} of subgroups, C;, of G is called a geometric cover if 
G=uV, (0) $ C, $ G for each C,E% and C, P C, for i#j. The pair 
(G, %?) is called a covered group and the subgroups Ci are called the cells of 
the geometric cover 9?. If Ci n C, = { 0} for i # j then %’ is a jibration and 
(G, %) is called a fibered group. 
To enrich the structure, we relate the cells of the covered group by 
means of operators. Specifically, a monoid S of endomorphisms of G is a 
semigroup of operators for (G, %?) if for each u E S and each C, E %? there 
exists some Cj E %’ such that a(C,) s C,. The “geometry” (G, V?, S) is called 
generalized translation space with operators, denoted by GTSO. See [2] for 
further remarks concerning the geometry of the triple (G, %, S). 
With each GTSO, (G, %?, S) we associate a near-ring M,(G, %) = 
(f:G+GIf(O)=O,fa=af, V aES, f(C,)ECi, VC,E%‘}. In fact, under the 
operations of function addition and function composition, M,(G, %‘) is a 
zero-symmetric, right near-ring with identity. For further definitions and 
concepts regarding near-rings see [6 or 71. 
For the remainder of the paper we make the 
CONVENTIONS. (1) All structures are finite; 
(2) all near-rings are zero-symmetric, right distributive with identity; 
(3) for any subset A of G let A* =A - (0). 
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Following Andre [ 11, we call M,(G, q) the kernel of the GTSO. Kernels 
of GTSOs are indeed general in the following sense. 
THEOREM 1.1. [2]. For each near-ring N, there exists a GTSO (G, %?, S) 
such that N g M,(G, %). 
We remark that a slight modification of the proof given in [2] of the 
above theorem shows that the result also holds for infinite zero-symmetric 
near-rings with identity. 
In view of Theorem 1.1, one is lead to the problem of characterizing 
algebraic properties of the kernel M,(G, ‘#) in terms of the geometry 
(G, %‘, S) and vice versa. In [2], the class of near-fields is so characterized 
and in [S] several characterization results are obtained for the case in 
which (G, %‘) is a libered group. We continue this line of investigation by 
generalizing several of the results of [S] to geometric covers. In fact, in 
Section II, we completely solve the problem of determining whether or not 
M,(G, V) is a simple (semisimple) near-ring when S is a group of 
automorphisms acting on (G, V). 
We now introduce further notions relative to (G, %‘, S) which will be 
used throughout the remainder of the paper. For w E G, let 
Z(w)=n (Ci)Ci~V, ~EC,} and let S(w)= {u~GIZ(fiu)sZ(pw), VIES}. 
Both Z(w) and S(w) are subgroups of G with S(w) E Z(w). Further define 
E(w)= {~EG*IZ(/?U)=Z(~~W),V’BES}. 
We now give a brief summary of the paper. In the next section, the case 
in which S is a group of automorphisms is considered. Using the orbit 
structure, one is able to characterize (Theorem 11.4) when M,(G, U) is a 
simple near-ring. In Section III we turn to the case of a semigroup S of 
operators, restricting our attention to the situation in which S is a cyclic 
semigroup generated by a nilpotent endomorphism. Many definitive struc- 
tural results are presented, several of which are related closely to the con- 
nectedness properties of the GTSO, determined by the nilpotent operator. 
In Theorem III.1 1 we characterize when M,(G, %?) is simple for 
S= (a) u {id}, a nilpotent. 
II. GROUPS OF OPERATORS 
In this section we let A be a group of operators for the covered group 
(G, %‘). For UE G, Au denotes the orbit containing u and e, denotes the 
orbit idempotent, that is, e,: G -+ G is defined by e,(x) = x if x E Au and 
e,,(x) = 0, otherwise. We recall that e, E M,(G, 9?). As in the case for cen- 
tralizer near-rings [4] for cyclic automorphism groups, [3] and for covers 
which are fibrations, [5], it is straightforward to verify that M,(G, 69) is a 
near-field if and only if G* is an orbit. We now characterize when the ker- 
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nels M,(G, %?) are semisimple and when they are simple, thus generalizing 
and extending the results in [2-53. 
For WEG, let s(w)= {u~G~st(w)~st(u)} and e(w)= {u~Glst(u)= 
st(w)}, where sl(u) = { c1 EA 1 GIU = u}. We have the following analog of 
Betsch’s lemma (see [6 or 71). 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Let N= M,(G, %). For w E G, NW = S(w) n s(w). 
Proof: If u=f(w) then /?u=f(/?w), V/IEA. Thus st(w)cst(u) and 
pu E Z(/?w), i.e., u E S(w) n s(w). Conversely let UE S(w) n s(w). If u =O, 
UENW. If u#O, then for UEAW, say U=CIW, letf(u)=crv and for u$Aw let 
f(u) = 0. Since u E s(w)* f is a well defined function and since u E S(w) we 
lind that f~ M,(G, %). Hence u E NW. 
THEOREM 11.2. N = M,(G, W) is semisimple if and only if VW E 
G*, (S(w)ns(w))*=E(w)ne(w). 
Proqf: Clearly (S(w) n s(w))* 2 E(w) n e(w). Suppose for some w E G*, 
(S(w)ns(w))*#E(w)ne(w). Thus there exists UEG* such that 
st(w) Gst(u) and Z(au) s Z(aw), Va E A but either st(w) #st(u) or 
I(@) # Z(/?w) for some BE A. From Proposition 11.1, there exists g E N with 
g(w)=u, g(crw)=au, and g(x)=0 for x$Aw. We show Ng is a nilpotent 
N-subgroup. Since 0 # g E Ng this will show that N is not semisimple. 
If st(w) $ st(u) then f(u)$Aw for each f~ N. For if f(u)= yw then 
St(u) c st(yw) = y St(w) y ’ implies Ist(u)l = /St(w)/, a contradiction. From 
this we find that (Ng)2 = (0). 
If for some PEA, Z(pu) $ Z(/?w) then fiw$Z(/?u). Again one cannot have 
f(u) E Aw for if f(u) = 6w then &f(u) = 6~4, hence &Z(u) = J2w. Thus there 
exists h E M,(G, 9Y) with h(u) = w, consequently fiw E I@), a contradiction. 
As above, (Ng)’ = (0). 
Conversely suppose (S(w) n s(w))* = E(w) n e(w) for each w E G*. If 
w,, w,EG* then E(w,)ne(w,)=E(w,)ne(w,) or E(w,)ne(w,)n 
E(w,)ne(w,)= 0. Now, if w, E(Nw,)* = (S(w,)ns(w,))* =E(w2)ne(w2) 
then E(w,)ne(w,)=E(w,)ne(w,) so Nw,=Nw,. Thus NW is an N-sub- 
group of type 2 for every w E G *. For suitable wi)s, G = NW, u .. . u NW,. 
Therefore J,(N) 5 n:= 1 (0: NW,) = {0}, so N is semisimple. 
EXAMPLE 11.3. Let G=Z: with the natural basis {e,, e,, e3}. Let 
g={(el, 2 e +e,), (e2,e3h <e,, e, +e,), <el +e,), <e,,e,>> and let 
A = (a), where 
1 0 1 
a= 0 1 0 . 
[ I 0 0 1 
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Since Z(w) = (w ) for each w E G*, one verifies that the conditions of the 
above theorem are satisfied, so M <,>(G, %?) is a semisimple near-ring. We 
find, however, that M,,,(G, V) is not simple. In fact, let 
F= (e,, e2) = (x E G) c(x = x}. Then F is a M,,,(G, V)-subgroup, hence 
(0: F) is an ideal. Further, since F is a union of orbits the function h: G -+ G 
given by h(x) = 0 if XE F and h(x) = x if x6 F is a nonzero element of 
(0: F). Since id + (0: F) we have that M,,,(G, %) is not simple. Note 
that the situation here differs from the centralizer near-ring case, [3], in 
that for centralizer near-rings, M <,,(G) is simple if and only if M<,)(G) is 
semisimple. 
We now give our main result for groups of operators, the charac- 
terization of simple kernels. 
THEOREM 11.4. Let A be a group of operators for the covered group 
(G, U). The following are equivalent: 
( 1) N = M, (G, 5%‘) is a simple near-ring. 
(2) (i) (S(w)ns(w))*=E(w)ne(w),Vw~G* 
(ii) S(w) n s(w) n Au # 0 Vu, w E G*. 
(3) (i) There exists w,EG* such that (S(w,) n s(wo))* = 
E(wd n 4wd 
(ii) For Cie%?, 
C,=B~I(~(~O)~S(WO))U ... UBinn(S(WO)nS(WO)) 
where fli ,,..., ,!I,,, E A with C,n /J,j(S(w,) n s(wo)) # (0). 
Proof: We show (2)=(l)=-(3)*(2). 
(2)~(1).SupposeZ#(O}isanidealinN=M,(G,~),sayO#f~Zwith 
f(w) = u # 0. From (2)(i), u f E(w) so NU = NW. Hence there exists f~ N 
with f(u)= w and f(x) =0 for x4 Au. From this, e,=ffEZ. Let w be 
arbitrary in G*. From (2)(ii) NW n Au # 0, so there exist gc N, /I E A with 
g(w)= PM. Again using (2)(i) there exists g’E N with g’(j?u)= w. Then 
e,. = g‘eu ge, E I. Since w was arbitrary, id = C eM, EZ, hence I= N. 
(1) = (3). Since N is simple (2)(i) holds from Theorem 11.2, hence (3)(i) 
holds with w0 arbitrary in G*. Note that if S(w,) n s(wo) n Au = @ 
for some ucG*, then e,E (0: NW,) # N. This contradicts the fact that 
N is simple. Thus S(w,) n s(wO) n Au # 0, Vu E G*, consequently 
G= UrtA cr(S(w,)ns(w,)). Let X,=cr(S(w,)ns(w,)), V~EA. Then for 
C,E@, Ci=CjnG=Cin(UX,)=U(CinX,). We now show if 
C,n X, # (0) then X, c Ci. This will establish (3)(ii). Let 
O#a(v)ECinX, where u~(S(w~)ns(w,))*=E(w,)ne(w,). Therefore 
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Z(av) = Z(aw,) and so awe E Ci. Since X, = aNw, = N(aw,) and NW 5 Ci if 
and only if w E Cj we have X, s C,. 
(3) a (2). We have by (3)(ii), Ci = U;‘=, /?&NW,,) for each Ci E %?. Since 
G= Uc,sw Ci, we must have Nw,nAu#(25 for each UEG*. Now let 
VEG*. If V’E (NV)* we must show V’E E(v) n e(v). For some a E A, 
vEaNwO, say v= au, UE (NW,)*. Since VIE (NV)*, /?v’E Z(/?v) = Z(flau), 
V/?EA. Now ~t(wJ c st(u) csr(a-‘v) ~st(a-Iv’) and from above, 
pa-b E 1(/h) = Z(jw,), hence a-’ v’~(Nw,)*=E(w,)ne(w,). But then 
Z(/?u) = Z(/?w,) = Z(Pap’v’), VIE A so pauEZ(/?v’), VPE A. We have shown 
that Z(/~V’) =Z(/?au) = Z(pv), VP E A so v’ E E(v). Furthermore, 
st(u) = st(w,) = st(a Iv’). But then st(v’) = st(au) = st(v) so V’E E(v) n e(v) 
as required. It remains to show that S(v) n s(v) n Au # 0 Vu E G*. Let Ay 
be an arbitrary orbit, YE G*. From above, NW, n Ay # 0, say 
x E NW, n Ay. Since v = au, u E (NW,)*, st( wo) = st(u) = st(x), hence 
St(ax) = st(v). Moreover, Z(/?wO) =I(@) = Z(/?x) V’p E A so Z(/?ax) = Z(/?v) 
V/I E A. This implies ax E E(v) n e(v) = (S(v) n s(v))*. Since ax E Ay and v is 
arbitrary in G* we have (2)(ii) which completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 11.5. Let G = Z: with the natural basis {ei, e,, e3} and let 
A = (a) where 
1 1 I 
a= 2 1 1 . i 1 0 1 0 
Then a has order 13, there are two nonzero orbits Ae, and Ae,, and A is 
fixed point free (fpf), i.e., for each s, s = 1, 2 ,..., 12 and each x E G*, a’x #x. 
We now define the cover %? = (C, ,..., C,3} as 
C, = (e,, e2> 
Ci=aCl-l, j = 2,..., 13. 
For w,, = e,, Z(w,)=S(w,)= (ei) and since A is fpf, s(w,)=G. Hence 
(S(w,) n s(w,,))* = {e,, 2e,} = E(w,) n e(wO) which shows that condition 
(3)(i) of the above theorem is satisfied. Moreover, from 
C,=(e,)ua(e,)ua4(e,)ua6(e,) and the definition of C,, j=2 ,..., 13, 
we see that condition (3)(ii) of Theorem II.4 is also satisfied. Hence 
M,,,(G, 97) is a simple near-ring, but not a near-field since G* is not an 
orbit. 
III. CYCLIC SEMIGROUPS OF OPERATORS 
In this section we consider the covered group (G, U) with the 
semigroup S = (a) u (0, id} of operators. If a is an automorphism then 
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the results of the previous section apply so we suppose that c1 is not inver- 
tible. Recall for any semigroup T of operators on (G, %‘), we say x, y E G* 
are connected if there exist w1 ,..., w, _, E G*a, ,..., on, t, ,..., t, E T such that 
a,x=t,w,#O 
a,w,=t,w,#O 
rJ n-l wn-2= n-l t w,-,#O 
CJ,W,- I = t, y # 0. 
This gives us an equivalence relation on G* and the equivalence classes are 
called the connected components, denoted by K;. To each connected com- 
ponent we associate an idempotent ei, e,(x) for x E Ki and e,(x) = 0, x $ Ki. 
Note that e; E M,(G, U). 
When C is a libration and c1 is not invertible and not nilpotent then 
M,(G, %‘) is never a simple near-ring (see [ 53). The corresponding proof is 
valid for covers as well. 
THEOREM III.1 [S]. For S= (c() u (0, idj, a not invertible and nor 
nilpotent, M,(G, %?) is not a simple near-ring. 
For the remainder of this section we make the following 
CONVENTIONS. (1) c1 is a nilpotent endomorphism of order n, i.e., 
cP=O, cY’ #O, hence S= (a) u {id}, c( nilpotent. 
(2) Ker a= (0,x ,,..., xkP,}. 
(3) We write M,(G, V) for M,(G, %7) and often denote M,(G, $9) 
by N. 
Since a is nilpotent, for each x E G* there exists a positive integer t such 
that a’+‘(x) = 0 and 0 #a’(x) E Ker a. We call t the nifpotent index of x, 
denoted by y(x) = t. For completeness, we let ~(0) = -co. 
Using the same proof as [S] we find that IKer c( n K,I = 1 for each 
connected component K,, so we take Ker CI A Ki = {xi}. 
THEOREM III.2 [S]. There are k- 1 connected components where 
k= IKer c1(. 
We first suppose that k 2 3, i.e., G* is not connected. In this situation 
there are nontrivial idempotents so M,(G, %?) is never a near-field. We 
characterize when M,(G, %) is a simple near-ring. We then investigate the 
connected case. 
If N = M,(G, %) is simple and H is any nonzero N-subgroup of 
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G then H n K,# @ for each connected component K,, otherwise the 
idempotent ei, associated with K,, is in the ideal (0: H). As a further 
remark, we note that if (Ker a’\Ker CL’- ‘) n K, # 0, for some Kj and 
some IE { 1, 2,..., n} then (Ker a’\Ker tr’- ‘) n Ki = pi + Ker IX- ‘, where 
pi E (Ker cr’\Ker a’- ‘) n K,. H ence if (Ker a’\Ker ~1’~~ ‘) n Ki # @ VK, then 
Ker a’\Ker a’- ’ = uf:,’ (,uLi + Ker ~1’~ ‘).
Since id E S, x E Sx, x E Sx, Vx E G. Thus there exists Y = { y, ,..., y,} such 
that G = uf=, Syi and Y can be chosen so that Syj @ lJ jzi Sy,. Recall that 
Y is called a generating set. In the case of a nilpotent operator we now 
show that there is always a unique generating set and we show how to find 
it. This generalizes Theorem III.7 of [S]. 
LEMMA III.3. Zf a is a nilpatent operator on (G, 5%‘) there is a unique 
generating set. 
Proof: Generating sets exist since G is finite. Suppose Y and Y’ are 
generating sets. Let YE Y and assume y E$ Y’. Since Y’ is a generating set, 
there exists y’ E Y’ with a”(~‘) = y and s3 1 since y+! Y’. But also there 
exists y E Y with LX’(~) = y’. Thus a’+‘(P) = y so Sj z Sy which implies 
y=$. But (say) yEKera”\Kera”-‘. Then am-ly=am~‘+s+‘y=O since 
s + t > 1. This contradiction shows y E Y’, hence Y c Y’. Reversing the roles 
of Y and Y’ gives the result. 
From Theorem III.2 we know Ker an K,# @ for each connected 
component K,. Let m denote the largest positive integer, 1 d m d n, such 
that Ker a”\Ker a’=- ’ n Ki # @, tlK,. Define 
L, = Ker a”\Ker an- ’ 
L, = (Ker an-- ‘\Ker a”-‘)\a(Ker a”\Ker anme ‘)
L n~m = (Ker a”\Ker cr’+‘)\a(Ker a”+‘\Ker a”‘) 
and consider Y = IJ;:? Li. 
LEMMA 111.4. Zf a is a nilpotent operator on (G, %‘) then Y is a generating 
set. 
Proof: If m 3 2, (Ker a2\Ker a) n K,# 0, VK,, implies Ker a’\ 
Ker a2\Ker a = u I + Ker a u . . . u uk _ , + Ker a, U, E Ki n (Ker a2\Ker a) so 
(a(u, h..., a(uk ~, ), 0 } = Ker a. Since the converse is clear, we have 
(Ker a)* = a(Ker a2\Ker a). Suppose we have already shown that 
a(Ker a’\Ker ai- ‘) = Ker aj- ‘\Ker a’- 2 for 2 < j < I< m. If Ker cc’+ ‘\
Kera’=u,+Kera:‘u ... u uk ~, + Ker a’, where ui E (Ker a’+ ‘\Ker a’) n Ki, 
then Kera’\Kera’-‘=a(u,)+Kera’-‘u ... ua(u,._,)+Kera’-‘. Let 
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w E Ker cc’\Ker a’- ‘, say w = a(~;) + g, ge Ker cl’- ‘. By induction there 
exists g’ E Ker a’ with a( g’) = g. But then cr(ui + g’) = a(~,) + g which shows 
that a(Ker a ‘+ ‘\Ker a’) = Ker a’\Ker CC- ‘. Hence for any w E Ker CC\ 
Ker a’- ‘, 1 d t d m, there exists u E Ker a”\Ker am- ’ such that C?(U) = w. 
Therefore G = U y E ,, Sv. Further, from the definition of Y, if y E Y, 
cc”(u) $ Y, for all s E { 1, 2,..., n} which implies Sy, $ U jfk Sy,. Therefore 
Y = U Li is a generating set. 
THEOREM III.5 Let (G, V) be a covered group, c1 a nilpotent operator 
with cr”=O, a”-’ # 0 and let Ker CI = (0, x1 ,..., xk ~ 1 }. Then there exists a 
unique generating set Y= Use;” L;, where the Li are defined as above. 
Furthermore, 
(i) Y = Ker cc”\Ker c1 n ’ if and only if (Ker a”\Ker a” ~ ’ ) n Kj # @ 
for each connected component K,; 
(ii) zf G* is connected, Y = Ker a”\Ker a” ~ ‘; 
(iii) if‘ N = M,(G, %‘) is simple, Y = Ker cr”\Ker CC- ’ 
Proof. It remains to show (i)-(iii). Note that Y = Ker cr”\Ker ~1”~ ’ if 
and only if m = n. Thus we have (i). If G* is connected there is a single 
component so (ii) follows from (i). For (iii), since c?‘(Ker CC”) is a 
nonzero N-subgroup of G and N is simple, $3 #a”- ‘(Ker a”) n K, E 
Ker CI n K;= {xi} for each Ki. Thus cc”- ‘(Ker a”) = Ker CC, hence 
a” ~- ’ (Ker tx”\Ker a” ~ ’ ) = (Ker a)*. Therefore (Ker cc”\Ker a”- ‘) n Ki # @ 
VKi and so by (i) Y = Ker a”\Ker ~1”~ ’ is the unique generating set. 
We next give an example to show that Ker a”\Ker CC’ is not always a 
generating set. 
EXAMPLE 111.6. Let G = Z:, %? any cover and 
[ 
1 0 1 
a= 0 0 1 0. 1 1 
Then a2 = 0 and Ker a = ( e2, e, + e,), hence there are three connected 
components. However, all elements of Ker a*\Ker t( are in the connected 
component determined by e, + e3, so in this example the unique generating 
set is Y = (Ker a’\Ker a) u {e,, e, + e, + e3}. 
In Proposition II.1 we showed that, when there is a group A of 
operators, all images of w E G under functions from N can be represented 
solely in terms of the geometry (G, 97, A). We now develop a similar result 
for nilpotent operators. 
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For w E G, define L(w) = {x E S(w) 1 Vt(Vu E Ker a’) 3x, E S( w + u) with 
a’(x) =tx’(x,) and Vu,, u2 with I = q(+), if for some positive integer 
t,, a”(~,) = cP(uJ then a”(~,,) = CL”(X,~)}. 
LEMMA 111.7. Let a be a nipotent operator on (G, $7) and let 
N = M,(G, %). Then for w E G, L(w) is an N-subgroup of G with 
NW E L(w) c S(w) c Z(w). 
Proof: Let a, b E L(w). Then a+ be S(w). Let u E Ker CI’ and let 
(a + b), = a, + 6,. It is then straightforward to show that a + b E L(w). To 
show NL(w)GL(w), let HEN, aEL(w). Then f(a)ES(w). For UEKera’ 
define (f(a)), =f(a,). One again verifies that f(a) E L(w). It remains to 
show NW c L(w). We know w E S(w). For u E Ker a’ let w, = w + u. We then 
find that w E L(w). Since NL(w) c L(w) we obtain NW c L(w). 
When N = M,(G, %?) is simple, we show L(y) = Ny, Vy E Ker cc”\ 
Ker Al”+‘. More generally we have the following result. 
THEOREM 111.8. If a is a nilpotent operator on (G, W) with a” = 0, 
a n-1 #O, and Y= Ker a”\Ker anPi is the unique generating set, then Vy E Y, 
Ny = L(y), where N = M,(G, W). In particular, if M,(G, W) is simple, 
NY =L(Y). 
Proof: The second claim follows from the first and Theorem III.5 (iii). 
We know from Lemma 111.7, Ny E L(y), Vy E Y. For the converse, let y E Y 
and denote the connected component of y by K(y). Let x be arbitrary but 
fixed in L(y). Define f( y) = x, for u E Ker LX’, delinef( y + u) = x, and define 
f(j) = 0 for y E r\K( y). Since Y n K(y) = y + Ker an- ‘, f is defined on Y. 
Using the fact that Y is a generating set, we extend f to G by f(a”G) = 
a”f($), y E Y. We show f E M,(G, %?). From the definition of S, if f(y) = i 
then aSi. Z(a”$) for each y E Y and as ES. Suppose a”(yl) = at2( yz). 
If Yl, Y2 are in disjoint components or if y,, y, E Y’$( y) then 
a’lf(y,) =a’*f(y*). Thus we take y,, Yank. Moreover, we suppose 
t,<nandgett,=t,.Lety,=y+u,andy,=y+u,. 
Case (i). t’ = ~(2.4,) < ~(24~) = t”. Since a”(yl) = a”( y2), a’l(u,) = af1(u2), 
consequently t, > t” + 1 3 t’+ 1. From the definition of L(y), a”+‘(x) = 
a”+‘(x,,)and af”+l(x)=a “‘+1(~u2).Thereforea’~(x)=a’~-(“’+’)+f”+’(x)= 
a’l-(“‘+ ‘)a”‘+ ‘(x,,) = ar’(xU2). Similarly, a’l(x) = azl(x,,) so we have 
a"f(YI)=a"fb2). 
Case (ii). I = q(u2). This case follows from the definition of L(y). 
We have f E M,(G, V?) and since x was arbitrary in L(y), L(y) E Ny. 
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THEOREM 111.9. Z~M is a nilpotent operator on (G, ‘47) then N = M,(G, W) 
is simple if and only if Ker a is a faithful N-group of type 2. 
Proof If Ker c( is a faithful N-group of type 2 then N is a 2-primitive 
near-ring and for finite O-symmetric near-rings with identity, N is 2- 
primitive if and only if N is simple. Suppose conversely that N is a simple 
near-ring. Clearly, Ker c1 is an N-subgroup of G. Further, id 4 (0: Ker a) 
implies (0: Ker a) = (0). Hence Ker a is a faithful N-subgroup. Now let 
xi E Ker cc\(O). We show Nx, = Ker c( which shows that Ker a is of type 2. 
Suppose Nx, $ Ker a. Since Nxi is an N-subgroup and N is simple, 
Nx, n K,# a for each connected component K,. Consequently, 
1 Nxi( b k = IKer aI, a contradiction to Nxi G Ker a. Thus Nx, = Ker a for 
each xi E Ker a\ { 0} and the proof is complete. 
This characterization (although still internal in the sense that one needs 
to know about the elements in N) allows one to focus on the kernel of the 
nilpotent operator. We now make use of this alternate characterization to 
obtain “internal” characterizations, i.e., in terms of the geometry (G, %Z, a). 
LEMMA 111.10. Let a be a nilpotent operator on (G, %), a” = 0, a”- ’ # 0. 
If N = M,( G, 5%‘) is simple then Vy E Y = Ker a”\Ker rxn ~ ‘, NY\ { 0) E Y. 
Proof Suppose the contrary. Then for some YE Y, f E N, 
f(y)EKera”--l\(O). Let UEKercc”-‘, say UEKera’. Then 
a’(y)=a’(y+u), hence a’f(y)=a’f(y+u). Therefore f(y+u)EKera”-‘. 
Let K(Y) denote the connected component of y. Since 
Yn K(y)= y+Ker a”-’ we have f(YnK(y))&Kera”-‘. Let K(y)=K; 
anddefinef’:G-*Gbyf’=fe,.Nowf’~M,(G,~)andf’#Osincef#O. 
But then we have 0 #f’ E (0: Ker a) which contradicts the simplicity of N. 
THEOREM 111.11. Let a be a nilpotent operator on (G, W), a”=O, 
a”-‘#0 and let Y=Ker a”\Ker cC’. The following are equivalent: 
(1) N = M,(G, 69) is a simple near-ring; 
(2) (i) Y is a generating set, 
(ii) VYE Y, L(y)*g Y, 
(iii) Vs, Vy,, y, 6 Y, ol”L( y,) n a”L( y2) # (0) implies a”L( y,) n 
a”L( yz) n Ki # 0 for each component Ki. 
(3) (i) Y is a generating set, 
(ii) 3y E Y such that L(y)* 2 Y, 
(iii) L(j) n Ki # 0, VK,, Vj E L(y)*, 
(iv) VIE L(y)* tJx~L(j), if x=0 then {xU}= {0} Vt, 
Vu E Ker a’. (Here the x,‘s are those involved in the definition ofL( j).) 
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Proof: If N is simple, from previous lemmas, Y is a generating set and 
Vye Y, L(y)* = (NY)* c Y. Moreover (2)(iii) follows as in [S]. Conversely 
if (2)(i)(iii) hold then it can be established as in [S] that M,(G, V) is sim- 
ple. It remains to show (1) + (3)(iii) and (3)(iv) and that (3) =- (1). For 
each y E Y, L(y) is a nonzero N-subgroup, thus by the simplicity of N, 
L(j) n K, # 0, VKi, Vj E L(y)*. Let t < n - 1, j E L(y)* and consider those 
x,‘s E S(j+ U) such that a’(~,) = 0 and for u,, u2 with I = q(u2), 
c(“(u,) = CI”(U~) implies a”(~,,) = tx”(x,,). Suppose some xu # 0. As we have 
seen above, there exists fE N withy(y)= Of(j + U) = x, andf(y) =0 for y 
not in the component of j. Now f # 0 since x, # 0. Furthermore, since 
L(y)* c Y, IL(y)* n KjJ = 1 VK,. But this implies f E (0: L(y)), contrary to 
the simplicity of N. 
(3)*(l). First suppose for some ~JEY, L(j)nKercP’#(O} with 
say j E K,. From (3)(i) and Theorem 111.8, L(j) = N(J), hence for some 
fEN, f(j)=xE(Kera n-‘)*. From (3)(ii), there exists y’~ Y such 
that L(y’)* s Y. If Y,, Y, E (UY’))* with K(Y,) = K(yJ then 
y,-y,EKercc”-’ n L(y’). Consequently, y, = y, which implies that 
UY’) = (0, YI ,..., ykP 1 } with yj~ L(y’) n K,. Since L(y,) n K, # $3 Vj, it 
follows that L(y,) = L(y’). Therefore f(yi) = 0 or f(y;) E Y. Since YE Ki, 
cP’(i)=~“~‘(y,)and cl"~'f(y,)=f(ol"-'y,)=f(cr"-'(y))=cc"-'f(y)=O, 
since f(j)EKercc”-‘. Consequently, f ( yi) = 0. Suppose j = yi + U, 
uEKer an-i. Thenf(j)E{x,} bydelinitionofL(y,), so by (3)(iv)f(j)=O 
contrary to f(j)E (Ker o?‘)*. Therefore L(y)* c Y for each ye Y. 
For each f E N*, there exists y E Y with f(y) # 0. In fact 
f(y)ENy*=L(y)*z Y. Now ~(+‘y~Kercr and f(a"~'y)=a"~If(y)#O. 
This means f $ (0: Ker CI), i.e., Ker CI is a faithful N-subgroup. It remains to 
show Ker c( is of type 2. To this end let i, je { l,..., k - 1 }. Choose 
YE YnK;. We know Ny=L(y)= (0, y, ,..., yip, y, yi+ ,,..., ykP,} with 
yj~ K,. Thus there exists g E N with g(y) = yj; hence g(x,) = x,. The result 
now follows from Theorem 111.9. 
We now give an example to show that the situation characterized in the 
above theorem can indeed arise. 
EXAMPLE 111.12. Let G = Z: with the natural basis (e,,..., e6} and let 
S= (a)u {id}, where IX= Co 0 O ‘43. Then Y= Ker cr3\Ker a!2 is a generating 
set. Let V? be the cover with the following cells: Co= Ker 
a2=(e,,e2,e3,e4), C1=(e3,e4,e5,e6), C2=(e,+e,,e2+e,), C,= 
<e,+e,,e,+e,+e,), C4= <el+e5+e6,e2+e5), C,=(e,+e,+e,, 
e2+e4+e6), C6= (e,+e3+e6,e2+e4+e5+e6), C,= (e,+e,+e,+e,, 
e2+e4+e5), C8 = (e2 + e3 + es, e, + e, + e4 + e,), c9 = ( e2 + e3 + e6, 
el+e2+e4+e5+e6)j C10=(e2+e3+e5+e6,ej+e2+e4+e5), cI1= 
(e2+e3+e4+e6yel+e4te5) C12=(el+e4+e5+e6,el+e2+e3+e6), 
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and C,3 = (e, + e, + e3 + e5, e2 + e3 + e4 + e5 + e6). One then verifies that 
(G, %?, M) satisfies (2) or (3) of Theorem 111.11 and therefore M,(G, %?) is a 
simple near-ring. 
We conclude this section and the paper with a specialization to the 
connected case. Recall that in this situation, Ker a = (0, xi} and 
Y=Ker a”\Ker an-’ is the unique generating set. 
LEMMA 111.13. Let cx be a nilpotent operator on (G, $5’) with cc”=O, 
tl “- I # 0 and G* connected. Then N = M,(G, %) is a semisimple near-ring if 
and only tf there are no nonzero nilpotent fiinctions in N. 
Proof The sufficiency of the condition is due to Blackett (see [7]). For 
the converse supposefis a nonzero nilpotent function in N. For each g E N, 
VU E G* it is clear that q(g(u)) <q(u). Suppose that M(U) = I for some 
UE G* with (say) q(U) = 1. Then, since d(6) = 1 we obtain f(xl) = x1. But 
this is impossible since f is nilpotent. Thus we must have rf(u) < g(u), 
Vu E G*. Since f # 0, Nf is a nonzero N-subgroup of N. For g, f E Nf and 
ye Y, we have n(g,f(y))<tZf(y)<n(y)=n-1. Similarly, for g,f, 
glf E Nf, Y E Y, n(gzfg,f(y)) d nf(g,f(y)) < n(g,f(y) <n - 1. Continuing 
in this manner we obtain (Nf )” = (0). Since Nf is a nonzero nilpotent 
N-subgroup, N is not semisimple. 
THEOREM 111.14. Let c( be a nilpotent operator on (G, %?), c? =O, 
ci n ~ ’ # 0, and G* connected. Then Y = Ker cc”\ Ker CC” ~ ’ is the unique 
generating set. Moreover, the following are equivalent: 
(i) N = M,(G, ‘4’) is a near-field, 
(ii) N is a simple near-ring; 
(iii) N is a semisimple near-ring; 
(iv) NgZZ,; 
(v) vy E Y, L(y)* E Y. 
Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem IIIS(ii). The 
implications (i) = (ii) = (iii) follow from the definitions. The implication 
(i) = (iv) is established as in [2 Theorem IV.81. The equivalence of (v) and 
(ii) follows from Theorem III. 11 and the fact there is only one connected 
component of G*. Since (iv) a (i) is trivial, it remains to show (iii) =z- (i). 
Suppose N is semisimple with f E N* such that f is not invertible. We show 
this is impossible, hence N is a near-field. 
Case A. There exists YE Y such that d(j) <u(j). Then f(x,) =O. 
But this means r&y) < q( y) for all ye Y so f is nilpotent. Therefore by 
Lemma 111.13, N is not semisimple. 
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Case B. VJJE Y, d(y)=q(y). Let JJ,E Y. Thus Y=y,+Kera”-’ and 
since qf(yI)=rl(y,), f(y,)~ Y, say f(y,)=y,+u, uEKercc”-‘. If 
g= -id+f, then g(yl)= -y, + y, +u with q(u)<q(y). Since f#id, by 
the previous case we see that g is a nonzero nilpotent element in N, again a 
contradiction to the semisimplicity of N. 
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